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Background 

There are six TALIS Video teaching practice domains. Each domain is comprised of a holistic domain rating (which uses 

components to discipline and guide raters’ thinking when they assign a holistic domain rating) and indicators.  Raters will 

assign a rating to each holistic domain rating, component, or indicator.  The descriptions of specific indicators are 

presented in the following pages.   

 

Rating 

Indicators are rated every 8 minutes.  Raters will take descriptive notes for the entire 8-minute segment or they will 

follow along in the transcript and write additional notes on the transcript.  Note taking is structured and further 

specified in the TALIS video indicator training slides. Raters will stop the video and then assign ratings using the varied 

scales and categories required by the indicators.  Raters may start and stop the videos as needed to take notes and mark 

up the transcript with which they are working.  The following indicators should be marked or highlighted while watching 

the segment.  The other codes can be determined once the segment of video has been watched once. 

 

Indicators 

Time on task (TOT) 
Activity structure and frequency 
Persistence 
Summary 
Learning goal (Goal) 

Connecting math topics 
Real-world connections 
Accuracy 

 

At the end of a lesson when a segment is less than 8 minutes, raters will carry out one of two actions.  They will either 

append the remaining minutes to the previous segment or create a new segment.  If the remaining minutes to be coded 

are less than four minutes, create a new segment.  If the remaining minutes to be coded are four or more minutes, 

append the remaining minutes to the previous segment.  For example: 

 

Lesson Length # Indicator Segments 

32:00 4 
36:03 5 
40:00 5 
42:15 5 
48:00 6 
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TALIS-Video Domains, Holistic domain ratings, Components, and Indicators 

Domain Components and Holistic domain ratings Indicators 

Classroom management 

Routines Time on task 

Monitoring Activity structure and frequency 

Disruptions Time of lesson (only after last segment) 

Classroom management (overall)  

Social-emotional support 

Respect  

Encouragement and warmth Persistence 

Risk-taking Requests for public sharing 

Social-emotional support (overall)  

Discourse 

Nature of discourse  

Questioning Discussion opportunities  

Explanations  

Discourse (overall)  

Quality of subject matter 

 Explicit learning goals  

 Accuracy  

Explicit connections  Real-world connections  

Explicit patterns and generalizations Connecting mathematical topics  

Clarity Mathematical summary 

Quality of subject matter (overall) Types of representation 

 Organization of procedural instruction  

  

Student cognitive 
engagement 

 Metacognition 

Engagement in cognitively demanding subject matter Repetitive use opportunities 

Multiple approaches to/perspectives on reasoning Technology for understanding 

Understanding of subject matter procedures and processes Classroom technology 

Student cognitive engagement (overall) Student technology 

 Software use for learning 

  

Assessment of and 
responses to student 

understanding 

Eliciting student thinking  

Teacher feedback  

Aligning instruction to present student thinking  

Assessment of and responses to student understanding (overall)  
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Classroom Management Domain  

Classroom management indicators 

Time on task 1 2 3 4 

Most of the segment for the “ideal student” is focused on 
mathematical learning.  There is little loss of lesson time to 
activities or situations that are not directly focused on 
mathematical learning (e.g., greeting one another, behavior 
issues, classroom routines, transitions, off topic 
discussions).  Mathematical learning can be the full range of 
activities in which the ideal student should be engaged – 
listening to a lecture, doing group work, working alone on a 
problem, etc. 

50% of the segment 
or more (i.e. usually 
4 minutes or more) 
is lost to activities, 
tasks, or dialogue 
not focused on 
mathematical 
learning.  

Between 25% and 
49% of the segment 
(i.e. usually 2 mins to 
3 mins 59 secs) is 
lost to activities, 
tasks, or dialogue 
not focused on 
mathematical 
learning.  

Between 24% and 
7% of the segment 
(i.e. usually 30 
seconds to 1 min 59 
secs) is lost to 
activities, tasks, or 
dialogue not focused 
on mathematical 
learning.  

6% of the segment 
or less (i.e. usually 
30 seconds or less) is 
lost to activities, 
tasks, or dialogue 
not focused on 
mathematical 
learning.  

 

 

Activity structure and frequency Arrangement of students in grouping structures 

Check which structures were used and how 
frequently.  

Briefly = less 50% or less than 4 mins 
More than briefly = 50-99% or 4-7:59 mins 
Used the entire segment = the whole 
segment or 8 mins 

1. Whole group 

2. Small group (3+) 

3. Pairs 

4. Individual 

 

Not used (1), Briefly used (2), more than briefly used (3), used the entire segment (4) 

Not used (1), Briefly used (2), more than briefly used (3), used the entire segment (4) 

Not used (1), Briefly used (2), more than briefly used (3), used the entire segment (4) 

Not used (1), Briefly used (2), more than briefly used (3), used the entire segment (4) 
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Social-Emotional Support Domain 

Social-emotional support indicators 

Persistence 1 2 3 4 

Student(s) persist through errors 
or mathematical struggles with the 
teacher’s support.  

Student(s) did not make 
errors or engage in 
mathematical struggle. 
 
OR 
 
Student(s) are not aware 
they have made an error or 
are engaged in a 
mathematical struggle.  
 

Student(s) are aware they 
have made an error or are 
engaged in a mathematical 
struggle.  
 
AND  
 
Mathematical errors or 
struggles are either ignored 
or briefly and/or 
superficially addressed. 

Student(s) are aware they 
have made an error or are 
engaged in a mathematical 
struggle.  
 
AND  
 
Student(s) persist through 
mathematical errors or 
struggles in a moderate 
length and/or depth with 
the teacher’s support. 

Student(s) are aware they 
have made an error or are 
engaged in a mathematical 
struggle.  
 
AND  
 
Student(s) persist through 
mathematical errors or 
struggles in significant 
length and/or depth with 
the teacher’s support. 

 
 

Requests for public sharing 1 2 3 

The teacher requests students share their private 
mathematical thinking publicly.  
 
 
Note: Small group work is NOT considered public 
sharing.  

The teacher does not request 
students share private 
mathematical thinking publicly. 
 
If there is a request, it is rare and 
the shared work has limited 
detail. 
 

The teacher requests students 
share private mathematical 
thinking publicly. 
 
 
Shared work has limited detail. 
 

The teacher requests students 
share private mathematical 
thinking publicly. 
 
Some shared work has more 
than limited detail. 
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Discourse Domain 

Discourse indicators 

Discussion opportunities Note: Discussions are extended conversations between and among the teacher and many students where 
students do much of the talking. Though the teacher guides the discussion towards a learning goal, discussions are 
predominantly based on student ideas and characterized by student-to-student interaction. 
 

Whether a segment of instruction 

engages students in discussions that 

are clear and focused on the learning 

objective.   

1. Not present 

2. Present 
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Quality of Subject Matter Domain 

Quality of subject matter indicators  

Explicit learning goals 1 
Little explicitness 

2 
Some explicitness 

3 
Predominantly explicit 

The extent to which the teacher poses explicit 

learning goal(s) to students for the lesson and 

activities.  

 

Note: Ratings can be carried over from the 

previous segment if students are continuing with 

the same activity. 

The teacher does not explicitly 

state or write the learning 

goal(s) or activities. 

 

The teacher explicitly states or 

writes the activities or topic(s) 

in which students will engage.  

There is no explicit statement of 

the learning goal(s). 

The teacher explicitly states or 

writes the learning goal(s).  

 
Accuracy 1 

Significantly inaccurate 
2 

Somewhat inaccurate 
3 

Predominantly accurate 

The extent to which the public mathematics of 

the lesson is factually correct and accurate. There 

are no errors or imprecisions in the teacher’s 

mathematics. 

Minor mathematical errors or 

imprecisions in the 

mathematics are present more 

than once OR there is one 

major error. 

 

If imprecisions or inaccuracies 

exist, they are not corrected. 

The mathematics of the lesson 

has at least one minor error or 

imprecision. 

 

If there are imprecisions or 

inaccuracies, they are not 

corrected or are not corrected 

consistently. 

The mathematics of the lesson is 

correct and accurate.  

 

If there are imprecisions or 

inaccuracies, they are corrected 

consistently. 

 
Real-world connections 1 

Little or no connection 

2 

Some connection 

3 

Strong evidence of connection 

The extent to which what is being learned is 

connected or applied to something outside of 

school – a real-life problem or a student’s life 

experiences.   

There are no connections or 

weak connection(s) between 

the mathematical content being 

learned and real-life problems 

or students’ life experiences. 

There is at least one moderate 

connection between the 

mathematical content being 

learned and real-life problems 

or student life experiences. 

There is more than one 

moderate connection or at least 

one strong connection between 

the mathematical content being 

learned and real-life problems or 

students’ life experiences.  
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Connecting mathematical topics 1 

Little or no connection 

2 

Some connection 

3 

Strong evidence of connection 

The extent to which the topic being learned is 

connected to other mathematical topics.  

 

NOTE:  Quadratic functions - which often includes 

graphing, and geometric approaches such as 

completing the square do not count as other 

topics in mathematics. 

There are no connections or 

weak connection(s) between 

the mathematical topic being 

learned and other mathematical 

topics. 

There is at least one moderate 

connection between the 

mathematical topic being 

learned and other 

mathematical topics. 

There is more than one 

moderate connection or one 

strong connection between the 

mathematical topic being learned 

and other mathematical topics. 

 
Mathematical summary 1 

Weak summary 
2 

Moderate summary 
3 

Strong summary 

The extent to which the teacher or students 

provide a summary of the mathematics under 

consideration in this lesson.  A summary is a 

review of what has or should have been learned 

in this lesson.   

Note:  If there is more than 1 summary, rate the 

best one. 

There is no summary of the 

mathematics being learned or 

the summary is implicit and/or 

vague. 

There is at least one explicit 

summary of the mathematics 

being learned.  The summary 

reviews a small amount of 

mathematical work the class 

has done.  It may be clear or 

somewhat vague. 

There is at least one explicit 

summary of the mathematics 

being learned.   The summary 

reviews a significant amount of 

mathematical work the class has 

done.  The summary is clear.  
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Types of Representation For each segment of time, code the type of representation used at any point in the segment.  Representation(s) can occur 

as part of a problem or part of a solution.  They can be used by students or the teacher.  If one is present, record it.   

The type of representation 

used at any point in the 

segment.   

1. Graphs  (bar graphs or line graphs, for example) 

a. 1 – not present 

b. 2 – present 

2. Tables  (a table is an arrangement of numbers, signs, or words that exhibits a set of facts or relations in a definite, 

compact, and comprehensive form) 

a. 1 – not present 

b. 2 – present 

3. Drawings or Diagrams (Drawing must include information relevant for solving the problem.  It does not count as a 

drawing if the symbols are spatially arranged to highlight certain features, if arrows are pointing to certain symbols to 

highlight them, or if arrows or other nonstandard marks are used in place of standard symbols (e.g., an arrow is used 

instead of an equal sign)). 

a. 1 – not present 

b. 2 – present 

4.    Equations (e.g., y=ax2 + bx + c) and Expressions (e.g., 2x2+ 3x) 

a.    1 – not present 

b.    2 – present 

5. Objects (physical objects, e.g., a sheet of paper; a miniature of the Eiffel Tower or San Francisco Golden Gate Bridge). 

a.    1 – not present 

b.    2 – present 

 
Organization of Procedural Instruction 1 

Little organization 

2 

Adequate organization 

3 

Good organization 

The degree of organization, detail and correctness 

in the presentation of content when describing 

procedures or the steps of a procedure.  

Procedures are instructions for completing a 

mathematical algorithm or task (e.g., presenting 

new procedures, reviewing previously learned 

material, and doing the steps or processes used in 

the context of solving a problem/ problems). 

There are no procedures. 
OR  
The procedures presented are 
somewhat correct. 
OR  
The procedures presented are 
correct, but are not particularly 
organized AND lack detail (i.e., 
are vague). 

The procedures presented are 

correct, but are not particularly 

organized OR not particularly 

detailed.  

The procedures presented are 
correct, well organized and 
detailed. 
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Student Cognitive Engagement Domain 

Student cognitive engagement indicators 

Metacognition  1 

No metacognition 

2 

Modest metacognition 

3 

Developed metacognition 

The teacher asks students to engage 

in metacognition by explicitly asking 

students to reflect on their own 

thinking.  

Students are not asked to engage in 
metacognition. 
 

Students are asked to engage in 
metacognition briefly and/or 
superficially. 

Students are asked to engage in 
metacognition longer than briefly 
and/or in some depth. 

 

Repetitive Use Opportunities 1 

No repetition 

2 

Some repetition 

3 

A lot of repetition 

Students engage in the repetitious 

use of a specific skill or procedure.   

Students did not engage in the 

repetitive use of a specific skill or 

procedure.   

Students repetitively used a specific 

skill or procedure for less than half 

of the segment.    

Students repetitively used a specific 

skill or procedure for half or more of 

the segment.    

 

Technology for understanding 1 

 

2 

 

3 

 

4 

Students use technology for 

conceptual understanding.   

Technology that requires 

electricity is not used. 

Technology is used for 

communication purposes.  

Technology is used 

primarily for 

communication purposes 

but is used once in a 

limited way to support 

conceptual understanding.  

Technology is used 

exclusively for conceptual 

understanding OR for a 

mixture of communication 

and conceptual purposes. 

It is used more than once 

to support conceptual 

understanding in a limited 

way OR at least once in a 

complete way.  
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Classroom Technology Technology definition:  Tool that requires electricity. 

Check any technology that was used. 1. Overhead projector or visualizer/document camera 
2. Smartboard or projector 
3. Graphing Calculator 
4. Non-graphing calculator 
5. Computer/laptop 
6. Television 
7. Tablet 
8. Cell phone 
9. No technology that requires electricity is used 

 

 
Student Technology Technology definition:  Tool that requires electricity. 

Check any technology that students 

used individually, in pairs, or in small 

groups. 

3. Graphing Calculator 
4. Non-graphing calculator 
5. Computer/laptop 

        7.     Tablet 
        8.     Cell phone 
        9.     No technology that requires electricity is used 

 

 

Software Use for Learning  

Whether instructional software is 
used to assist or support learning of 
the mathematical topic through 
simulations, instructional games, 
interactive graphing, etc. 

1. Not present 

2. Present 
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Classroom Management Domain (continued) 

Classroom management indicators (continued) 

Time of Lesson Start Time of Lesson 
 

End Time of Lesson 

This is the length of the lesson from 
the beginning to end of the digital 
recording. 
 

0:00:00  

 


